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Ageing has changed

• The young increasingly target adult behaviours
• Older individuals: increasingly healthy, stay on job market longer

à Life stages becoming more difficult to distinguish; less likely to 
follow from a person’s no. of lived years (Gilleard & Higgs 2000)

à ‘Expected behaviours associated with ageing can no longer be taken     
for granted’ (Biggs, 2005, p. S118)

à Implications for female ageing: reorganisations of social roles



Chronological age

• “To the Western social scientist, chronological age is age.”          
(Eckert 1996: 154) 
• We present you with two alternatives!



Conceptualisation 1: biological age

• How and how fast speakers' bodies age physiologically 

Biological age and the female voice
• With age, larynx becomes less flexible; may drop
• Estrogen and progestorene levels affect voice quality and pitch
• More research on effects of hormonal change on female voices 

(Abitbol et al. 1999; Gugatschka et al. 2008; Ramig & Ringel 1983, Harrington et al. 2005) 



Conceptualisation 2: social age

• A person's perceived belonging to specific age groups, and that 
person’s resulting social roles.

(Georgakopoulou & Charalambidou 2012, 32; Phillips et al. 2010, 11, Hejná & Jespersen 2021). 

Social age and the voice:
• Affiliation with speech patterns of target generation 

(hypercorrection?)
• Reversal or exaggeration of expected physiological changes



Situated ageing



Lack of agency

Reduction to 
body parts

Resistance

Value judgment

Devaluation of 
aged body



Madonna on age

Ageism as ‘the last great frontier’:

• ‘To age is a sin’ (Billboard Woman of the Year, 2016)
• ‘[Age is] still the one area where you can totally discriminate against 

somebody and talk shit, because of their age. Only females, though. 
Not males.’ (Rolling Stone interview, 2015)
• ‘the … never ending comments about my age which would never have 

been mentioned had I been a MAN!’ (Instagram, Madame X on the 
cover…, 2018)
• A sexual double standard (Sontag 1972)



Madonna’s voice over time (pitch, F1, F2)



Pitch (F0)

• Small study – 835 tokens

Biological landmarks:
• Perimenopause: 2000s (consistent w/ initial fall)
• Menopause: 2010s (consistent w/ sharp fall)

Social landmarks
• 1990s: new singing style (’Minnie Mouse on helium’,                                                                   

Fouz-Hernández & Jarman-Ivens 2004)
• Recent years: speculation about HRT



Vowels (F1, F2)

Is this pattern biological?
• F1: rising with 2 of 6 vowels
• F2: non-sig fronting trend

Is it social?
1) KIT+ DRESS: front short vowel lowering
2) THOUGHT – COT/CAUGHT merger
3) Non-localised and not age-specific

Solid ellipses: 1980s and 1990s
Dotted line ellipses: 2000sWhat is going on?



Findings and discussion

A double age disparity
- Biological age: not letting herself be determined by biology
- Social age: M does not fit neatly into any age cohort

• Madonna performs agelessness, producing vowels which are difficult 
to classify in terms of socially specific age categories 
• This performance relies on, while simultaneously discarding, norms 

and cultures of sexuality as applied to older women. 



THANKS!



Letterman 1994 & 2000 interviews

Social age
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Billboard Woman of the Year (2016)
“To age is a sin” (Madonna, 2016)


